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Abstract: The MIDI interface is originally designed for electronic musical instruments 
but we consider this music-note based coding concept can be extended for 
general acoustic signal description. At first we proposed applying the MIDI 
technology to coding ofbio-medical auscultation sound signals such as heart 
sounds. Then we have tried to extend our encoding target and improve the 
coding precision based on Generalized Harmonic Analysis in order to apply it 
to vocal sounds. Currently, we are trying to separate each tone included in 
popular songs and encode both vocal sounds and several background 
instrumental sounds into separate MIDI channels. Using a GM-standard MIDI 
tone generator, we can playback this multi-channel MIDI encoded data 
including vocal sounds. In this paper, we present an abstract algorithm of our 
developed MIDI software encoder tool, being used for producing interactive 
general audio contents controlled by MIDI. 
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1. Introduction 

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) is originally designed for 
musical instrument, and we are considering MIDI as an ideal coding method 
because of its coding efficiency and high-quality sound reproduction 
capability. The first application of MIDI technology was synthesising 
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the MIDI coding are similar to those of text formats, if it is applied to audio 
databases, we can retrieve audio contents by audio keywords or music-note 
strings [2]. 

We have been interested in multimedia medical databases, especially 
audio databases for heart sounds and lung sounds, and we have proposed the 
MIDI encoding method especially for heart sounds, and this algorithm 
features its real-time processing capability [3]. Besides our implementation 
of this proposed method for a heart-sound coding, we tried applying a MIDI 
coding to other types of sound materials including bird singing voices [4]. 
And we found out this converted MIDI data could be used for new types of 
interactive audio contents producing non-existing natural sounds. 

In order to process various types of acoustic signals, we categorise 
general acoustic signals as two groups whether the spectrum components are 
distributed intermittently or continuously. Most natural acoustic signals 
including human voices and biological signals belong to the latter 
continuous group, whereas musical acoustic sounds except percussion 
sounds belong to the former intermittent group. Then we defined two kinds 
of MIDI coding approaches depending on processing complexity: a real-time 
coding method and a high-precision coding method [4]. 

As a result of our implementation of both types of coding, using the high
precision coding method, we found out it was possible to playback speeches 
and singings by MIDI tone generators, using our proposed non-linear 
extended GHA (Generalized Harmonic Analysis) frequency analysis method 
[5]. Then we have focused on the decoder sound module, and tried to 
produce more natural sounds as the original PCM sounds [6]. We also 
improved the frequency analysis precision by variable frame-length analysis, 
evaluated coding precision [7]. 

These days we have been developing sound source separation techniques, 
especially separation of vocal parts from mixed down songs. Considering 
our proposed method as a very low bit-rate audio codec, we have evaluated 
and compared it with the other encoding methods. We have reported the 
encoding quality of 8-kbps data by our MIDI encoding method was superior 
to that of 16-kbps MPEG-l layer 3 encoded data [8]. 

Furthermore, using these improved coding techniques we are trying to 
apply this MIDI coding to symbolic expression of acoustic signals for 
retrieving music archives by note-based keywords. As a structured symbolic 
description format, we choose XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language)[9] 
because this format is widely used for medical application [10]. In this paper, 
we are going to overview our improved MIDI encoding algorithm, which 
has been implemented into Windows software and is now distributed for free. 
We expect this software tool to be used for producing interactive general 
audio contents controlled by MIDI. 
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2. Encoding Method 

2.1 Background and Concept of MIDI Coding 

These days more and more MIDI applications are created such as 
karaoke, cell phone pager, music game contents, pet robots, automatic piano 
and player's guide data for music keyboards. In order to provide existing or 
newly released music record contents to these applications, sound format 
conversion processes are necessary. Today these conversion business needs 
are expanding especially in Japan. However these processes are dependent 
totally on human ears called "ear-copy" and skilled manual operations, and 
they need trained musical talent. As a solution several MIDI direct input 
devices imitating musical instruments are being devised by several musical 
instrument makers, but these devices restrict musical performances. 
Therefore an automatic conversion tool including automatic notation 
processing is being expected. 

The general application of MIDI technique called DTM (Desk Top 
Music) is that digitising music score written by a composer into the MIDI 
format and producing music instrument parts on a desk top without musician, 
musical instrument nor recording studio. And this technique is widely 
applied to today's commercial music production. However, for non-musical 
acoustic materials such as vocal parts, which are difficult to be expressed 
with MIDI music notes, you need singers and a recording studio facility. 

In this sense, we proposed the other way, which converts the existing 
audio waveform materials to MIDI music notes. In this method you can 
control any kind of audio materials by MIDI functions interactively and 
reproduce even vocal sounds by MIDI tone generators or electronic musical 
instruments. And editing converted MIDI codes, we can also reproduce the 
similar music scores written by composers. 

Our proposing MIDI coding is a kind of analytic-synthetic coding 
approaches which separate a given audio signal to amounts of sinusoidal 
waveforms and describe them with the frequency and intensity parameters of 
their separated harmonic sine waveforms. Whereas our method separates 
them to several predefined harmonic complex waveforms, which available 
MIDI tone generators can generate, and describes them with the frequency 
(namely MIDI defined note-number) and the amplitude (namely MIDI 
defined velocity) parameters of their separated predefined harmonic complex 
waveforms. In general the number of required harmonic complex waveforms 
for describing will be not so many as those of the analysed sinusoidal 
waveforms because each harmonic complex waveform is made of several 
sinusoidal waveforms. Therefore, the coded bit-rate of this MIDI method 
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will become smaller about 1110 than that of the previous general analytic
synthetic coding approaches. 

2.2 Two Types of Approaches for MIDI Coding 

MIDI data are a collection of pairs of Note-On and Note-Off command 
strings called events where each pair denotes a piece of music note, and each 
event is composed of a relative time-stamp (delta-time in MIDI standard 
terms), a frequency (note-number) and an amplitude (velocity) parameter [3]. 
In this section we describe how these MIDI parameters can be numerically 
obtained. As we described, we proposed two approaches depending on the 
types of source acoustic signals whether musical acoustic or the other signals. 

Using a frequency analysis technique such as GHA (Generalized 
Harmonic Analysis) method [5], we can separate some frame get) (frame
length=1) extracted from the given acoustic signal. By the variable frame
length analysis technique [7], we can obtain a set of N separated sinusoidal 
functions as follows: 

g(t) L { Ansin (2nfnt) + Bncos (2nfnt) } . 
n=l,N 

(1) 

Where the both coefficients of An and Bn are defined by the following 
equations. 

An = L 21Tn{ get) sin (2nfnt) } . (2) 
t=0, T,,-I 

Bn = L 21Tn{ g(t) cos (2nfnt) } . (3) 
t=0, 7;,-1 

In these equations Tn is the maximum value of Tn=k!.fn<T (k: appropriate 
positive integer value), and fn is given by the equation fn=440·2(n-69)112 which 
generates frequency values on the MIDI note-number logarithm scale. 
Defining harmonic complex functions as u/t), we can rewrite the equation 
(1) with smaller summation elements P«N as follows: 

get) L u;u/t). 
i=I,P 

(4) 

Then we define p(i) as a representative frequency identification number 
of u;(t). In the first case like shown in Figure 4-(A), u;(t) can be expressed 
with a summation of a fundamental frequency hu) and its harmonic 
components iJ;,u), as follows (j: integer value 1,2,3 ... ): 
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Ui(t) = L{Ai(j)sin(2njJ;,(i)t)+Bi(j)cos(2njJ;,(i)t)} . 
j=l,.1 
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(5) 

In the other case like shown in Figure 4-(B), Ui(t) can be expressed with a 
summation of a formant local peak frequency J;,(i) and continuous frequency 
components distributed in its neighbour giving the integer value of 0 
around 1, as follows J;,(i)+3) : 

Ui(t) = 
j=l,.1 

(6) 

If we choose the harmonic complex function Ui(t) from the wave tables 
defined in our using MIDI tone generator, we can reproduce get) with P 
number of notes giving note-number Ni and velocity value Vi. These values 
are generated fromJ;,(i) and ai parameters respectively as follows: 

M=40 lOglO (h,(i(440) + 69 . (7) 

V;=128Ca/ 12 (C: constant, (8) 

The time of Note-On of this MIDI note event is the start position of 
extracted frame on the source acoustic signal, and the duration time (or Note
Off delta-time) is given by the analysed frame-shifted interval 't. 
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Figure 4. Two types of approaches for MIDI coding 
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2.3 Algorithm Design of MIDI Coding 

Figure 5 shows the whole process of our designed MIDI encoding 
process. The first part is the Frequency Analysis, which separates the part of 
a source signal to N number of spectrum components and needs the most 
calculation load. The next Harmonic Grouping of Notes is integrating 
selected multiple spectrum components or notes, but in our implementation 
this process is just selecting out representative notes by their volume value. 

PCM Sound File (MicrosoftW A V format) 

Until the end of 

MIDI Note Event data (Standard MIDI File format 0) 

Figure 5. Abstract flowchart of MIDI encoding process 

Five-lined Staff 
(document) 

Sound Signals 
(audio) 

XMLformat 

(dOrent) 

Network 
Distribution 

The first two processes will be repeated by shifting the extracted position 
until the end of the sound file. In case the source signal is stereo, two sets of 
notes are analysed for each extracted position, and integrated to a set of 
notes with pan-pot parameters added. The fourth Temporal Grouping of 
Notes is connecting the temporally adjacent notes, which have similar 
frequency and volume parameters, and producing a longer duration note. 

The last two processes are converting each integrated note to the MIDI 
event data format. Before that we should regulate the number of output notes 
or output bit-rate in order that the standard GM or other types of MIDI tone 
generator can play-back encoded data. 

The right side flowcharts in Figure 5 show the several utilisation 
processes after MIDI data are created. The top three functions of MIDI Data 
Editor, Common Music Notation Tool, and MIDI Sequencer can be provided 
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in commercially available off-the-shelfDTM (Desk Top Music) composition 
tools such as "Yamaha XG-Works" or "Steinberg Cubasis" what we use. 
Not specifically stated in this paper, we are also considering structuring and 
symbolising the encoded MIDI data into XML (eXtensible Markup 
Language) document format for network audio content distribution. 

Figure 6. A snapshot of MIDI encoder software tool 

3. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have described an abstract MIDI encoding algorithm 
based on constructing harmonic complex functions from the sinusoidal 
waveforms analysed by GHA. Extending this algorithm, not specifically 
described in this paper, we could also separate vocal parts from singing song 
materials and encode both vocal and instrumental parts into multiple channel 
MIDI data streams. And we could generate complete musical sounds 
including vocal sounds with a single GM-standard MIDI tone generator. 
Figure 6 shows an encoding example of piano and vocal separation; the 
source audio material was "Irish folksong: Danny Boy" and its length was 
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20 seconds. The output bit-rate was 10 kbps and its calculation time was 
about a minute using a Pentium III 600 MHz Windows98 PC. 

As for future works, we are considering higher accurate sound source 
separation techniques, removal techniques of harmonic overtone components 
for automatic music notation, support techniques of pitch-bend functions for 
improving decoded sounds, higher performance of structuring and 
symbolising techniques for generating XML data, and an algorithm redesign 
for real-time processing. 

This research has been promoted by the Digital Content Association of 
Japan as a 2000-year government project: "Development of Multimedia 
Content Creating Tools," being also financially supported by the 
Information-technology Promotion Agency Japan and the Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and Industry Japan. The developed software MIDI encoder 
tool (currently Japanese MS-Windows edition only!) is distributed for free 
at the following Web site. (URL: http://www.dcaj.or.jp) 
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